
1)   Fasten splitter securely to a work bench with four 1/4" bolts or 
screws. Important: Never attempt to operate splitter unless it  
is permanently mounted.

2) Make sure blade is set properly. See figure at right for details. 
3)  Set Ounce Adjustment Lever to desired thickness. Please keep in 

mind that you should not attempt to skive more than two to three 
ounces off a piece of leather in one pass.  

4)  Ounce numbers on thickness gauge are approximate.  
Use only as a reference.

5)  Be sure to keep Bottom Roll clean with wire brush when skiving 
leather that clings to roll.

6) Not intended for motorized use.
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Congratulations on your purchase of the Master Tool Leather Splitter. With a convenient hand-crank 
design, this splitter has an 8" hollow ground blade for precise, even splitting.

  GENERAL SKIVING INSTRUCTIONS

  PARTS

  OILING YOUR LEATHER SPLITTER

When oiling your leather splitter, use 30 weight motor oil and apply to the following areas:
1) Oil the two bearing blocks at the ends of the Top Roll after every 40 hours of use. Oil holes are  
 marked with yellow dots. To access the top right side bearing block, set ounce thickness gauge  
 to 0 and pry the shield 1/2" away from the rest of the splitter. 
2) The drive gears and all moving parts should be oiled as necessary.  

1. Ounce Adjustment Lever
2. Top Roller
3. Bottom Roller
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1) Set Ounce Adjustment Lever to 12 so plastic gauge can slide in.
2)  Slide the plastic gauge that comes with the splitter through the bottom opening in guard with  

90° angle of the gauge flush against the table. See illustration on page 1. 
3)  The blade should just touch the edge of gauge. If it doesn’t, the blade can be adjusted horizontally 

with the three hex head bolts.  
4)  To determine if blade is properly adjusted vertically, place the brass strip that is slid into the top of 

the gauge between the blade and the bottom roll. It should slide with minimal resistance from one 
side to the other.

5) If brass strip is too loose, raise bottom roll by turning the 1/2" nut on top of the copper spring.

  SETTING THE BLADE PROPERLY

  SHARPENING THE BLADE

  TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

2800-932-8371
weaverleathersupply.com

Please note: The blades are hollow ground and can be returned to Weaver Leather for sharpening. 
Call 800-932-8371 for details.
1)  Blade does not need to be hollow ground each time. To sharpen between hollow grindings, hold 

oil stone in hand and carefully sharpen blade edge by laying the fine side of the stone on the 
knife edge and shoulder. Move stone in a circular motion to sharpen blade.

1)  If leather doesn’t skive properly, review the instructions for setting the blade correctly. 
Improper setting will make it difficult to skive, even when blade is sharp.

2) Make sure blade is kept sharp.  


